R oam S u ppl y C a rts
Storage Solutions for Healthcare

Smart design. Flexible design. Durable design.
Roam’s efficient exterior footprint and next-to-no wasted interior space
result in more storage capacity per square inch. Roam will perform day in
and day out and look good doing it.
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Products shown, left to right: Roam 2 cart with accessories (SR2G) in Wilsonart Blue Agave 4919), Roam 2 counter-height cart with accessories (SR2CG),
Tempo 27 procedure cart (ST27W6), Roam 3 GI staple cart (SR3RGI)

888-435-2256
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Roam 1 counter-height cart

Roam 2 counter-height cart

General storage cart configuration includes 1 single-compartment shelf,
2 shelf dividers, 1 4" basket, 1 8" basket, and label holders (SR1CGGS)

General storage cart configuration includes 1 single-compartment shelf,
2 shelf dividers, 1 4" basket, 1 8" basket, 4 4" trays with dividers, 1 8" tray
with dividers, and label holders (SR2CGGS)

Smart design
The smart design of the FlexCell system and interior components
maximize Roam’s storage capacity, whether you are outfitting
a counter-height or full-height cart with one, two, three, or four
compartments.
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Glass doors are designed with a position hinge that holds the
door open to exactly where you want it to be. A magnetic catch
securely closes and keeps the door from opening in transit.
The roll-top door track is located on the outside of the cart,
so interior storage space is not compromised.

solairemedical.com

Roam 1 cart

Roam 2 cart

General storage cart configuration includes 1 single-compartment shelf,
2 shelf dividers, 2 2” trays with dividers, 3 4” trays with dividers, 2 4” baskets,
1 8” basket, 1 8” tray with dividers, and label holders (SR1RGS)

ENT/Neuro cart configuration includes 4 single column shelves, 8 shelf dividers,
4 2” trays with dividers, 6 4” trays with dividers, 2 4” baskets, 2 8” baskets, and
label holders (SR2GNU)

Durable design
Roam takes the wear and tear that mobile supply carts get.
A metal base and top add stability to the case. Plastic ABS
interior components won’t wear down FlexCell tracks, even with
frequent pulling out and pushing in of baskets and trays.

Even our widest Roam carts are still mobile carts, and they
need to be manageable and durable. A lightweight aluminum
composite frame aids maneuverability, and soft bumpers
protect carts, walls, and doors against damage.

Two roll-top doors on our Roam 3 and Roam 4 make it easier to
open and close and also eliminate damage common with wider
roll-top doors. Both roll-top and hinged doors operate smoothly.

888-435-2256
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Roam 3 cart
Boxed catheter and general storage cart configuration includes 2 single-compartment shelves,
2 4" trays with dividers, 1 8" tray with dividers, 2 8" baskets, 1 double-compartment shelf,
9 shelf dividers, 1 boxed catheter module, and label holders (SR3RBG)
Compartment configurations

Flexible design
The FlexCell design and interior components create a modular
system that can be configured and reconfigured as your needs
and supplies change. Center columns can be retrofit to carts.
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Tracks on the FlexCell system provide two tilt options for
trays and baskets: a moderate tilt for most applications or a
gravity-feed tilt for ER or OR applications where quick access
is paramount.
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Roam 4 cart
General storage cart configuration includes 8 single-compartment shelves, 16 shelf dividers,
4 2" trays with dividers, 16 4" trays with dividers, 4 4" baskets, and 4 8" baskets (SR4GGS)

Compartment configurations

Clean design
Supply carts must be highly functional, but that doesn’t mean
they can’t look good. Concealed hinges and a flush door design
add up to a better aesthetic.
Nonporous surfaces, tight seams, and few exposed fasteners
support infection prevention goals and reduce dust and dirt traps.

888-435-2256
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The FlexCell system and interior components are designed
for ease of cleaning. Roam carts can be cleaned with agents
commonly used in hospitals. Aluminum composite surfaces
won’t rust or scratch.

solairemedical.com
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Concealed hinge design

Roll-top and hinged doors
can be replaced

Lightweight aluminum
composite construction

FlexCell design
minimizes space
between components
for maximum storage
capacity

Product shown: Roam 2 cart with center column and accessories (SR2G) in Wilsonart 5th Avenue Elm 7966
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Position hinge keeps door open to the position user places it

Electronic lock and keyed lock options;
no lock is standard

Easy-grip stainless steel push/pull handle

Exterior side-mounted accessories add flexibility
to Roam carts

5" lockable medical-grade casters

888-435-2256
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Product shown: Roam 2 cart with accessories (SR2R)
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Maximum Versatility
Maximize interior storage with FlexCell and a modular system
of trays, baskets, and dividers.

Powder-coated standard metal shelf spans one
compartment and holds up to three cath managers®;
multipurpose shelf comes in a single-compartment
shelf that holds up to three cath managers and a
double-compartment shelf that holds up to seven
cath managers.

2"-, 4"-, and 8"-high trays let you match
the size of supplies to the size of the tray
and reduce unused vertical space.

Labels clip on trays and baskets
help organize restocking and reduce
time wasted searching for supplies.

Stackable trays make transporting
restocked trays efficient.

Dividers are adjustable and removable so you can
organize and reorganize tray contents. Clips keep
dividers securely in place.

4"- and 8"-high clear baskets help you identify contents
quickly. Perforated bottoms prevent dust build up.

888-435-2256

Safety stops on the FlexCell tracks and backs of
trays and baskets prevent them from sliding out
of cart under normal use.

Trays and baskets have a moderate and gravity feed tilt and are
designed with straight, not sloped sides, resulting in a higher
percentage of usable space and more capacity. Our 4”-high tray,
compared with a sloped 4”-high tray, provides up to 38% more
storage volume.
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Product shown: Roam 2 long and short catheter cart with optional embolectomy rack (SR2GLSC))
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Maximum Functionality
Customize your Roam cart with an offering of
accessories mounted to the cart’s exterior.

Pull-out suture modules include shelves
and dividers designed to hold and access
suture boxes and other small supplies.
Each shelf holds 8 2.25"deep suture
boxes for a total of 48. (SPSM)

Full-height carts are available with
sloped tops. All carts are available in
Brushed Aluminum laminate.

9-hook cath managers mount on multipurpose
shelves. Each hook holds 10 to 15 catheter packages.
Includes product labeling. (S9CM)

Side-mounted rail is available on standard and
counter-height carts.

888-435-2256

Easy-to-clean aluminum slat wall holds a variety
of accessories and is available on all Roam carts.
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Roam Product Line
Two heights, four widths, and a straightforward kit of components and
procedure-specific accessories let you create exactly the cart you need.

Roam 1 counter-height cart

Roam 1 cart

Roam 3 cart

The Roam 1 counter-height cart has a glass
door that can be hinged on the right or left
side. The cart features a metal work surface.

The Roam 1 cart comes with one lockable
counterbalanced roll-top door or one lockable
tempered glass door that can be hinged on
the right or left side. A 5” sloped top is also
available on carts with glass doors.

The Roam 3 cart has two lockable
counterbalanced roll-top doors or a single
and double set of lockable tempered glass
doors. The cart can be ordered with a single
compartment on the left and two center
columns, with a right center column, or with
a left center column.

Exterior dimensions:
20"w x 28.75"d x 44.25"h
Weight: 95 lbs
Product Number: SR1CGL, SR1CGR

Roam 2 counter-height cart
The Roam 2 counter-height cart has two
lockable tempered glass doors. The cart can
be ordered with or without a center column.
Exterior dimensions:
37.5"w x 28.75"d x 44.25"h
Weight: 145 lbs*
Product Number: SR2CG

Exterior dimensions:
20"w x 28.75"d x 75.25"h (glass door)
20"w x 28.75"d x 81"h (roll-top door)
Weight: 120 lbs
Product Number:
SR1GR, SR1GL (glass door)
SR1R (roll-top door)

Roam 2 cart
The Roam 2 cart has one lockable
counterbalanced roll-top door or two lockable
tempered glass doors. The cart can be
ordered with or without a center column.
Exterior dimensions:
37.5"w x 28.75"d x 75.25"h (glass doors)
37.5"w x 28.75"d x 81"h (roll-top door)
Weight: 193 lbs*
Product Number:
SR2G (glass doors)
SR2R (roll-top door)

Exterior dimensions:
57"w x 28.75"d x 75.25"h (glass doors)
57"w x 28.75"d x 81"h (roll-top doors)
Weight:
293 lbs (glass doors)*
288 lbs (roll-top doors)*
Product Number:
SR3G (glass doors)
SR3R (roll-top doors)

Roam 4 cart
The Roam 4 cart has two lockable
counterbalanced roll-top doors or two sets
of lockable tempered glass doors. The cart
can be ordered with three center columns,
two center columns on the right side, two
center columns on the left side, or one
center column.
Exterior dimensions:
74"w x 28.75"d x 75.25"h (glass doors)
74"w x 28.75"d x 81"h (roll-top doors)
Weight:
376 lbs (glass doors)*
371 lbs (roll-top doors)*
Product Number:
SR4G (glass doors)
SR4R (roll-top doors)

Soft White is the standard paint finish
on Roam carts. Five additional paint
colors and a wide range of laminates
are available.

Soft White

Bisque

Yellow

Red

Royal

*Weights shown are for carts with center columns. Counter-height center column is 10 lbs; full-height center column is 23 lbs.
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Brushed Aluminum

Laminate

2" Tray with Dividers (STD2)

4" Tray with Dividers (STD4)

8" Tray with Dividers (STD8)

4" Basket (SB4)

8" Basket (SB8)

4" and 8" Basket Dividers (SBD4, SBD8)

2" Clear Tray with Dividers (SCT2)

Label Holders (SLH35)

Metal Shelf (S27S1)

Multipurpose Shelf (S27M1) with 3-Cath Manager (S9CM)

Lockable Drawer (single compartment, S27D1)

Multipurpose Shelf (S27M1) with 2 Dividers (S27DI)

Multipurpose Shelf (S27M2) with 7-Cath Manager (S9CM)

Lockable Drawer (double compartment, S27D2)

Multipurpose Shelf (S27M2) with 5 Dividers (S27DI)

888-435-2256
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Preconfigured Carts
Here is a sampling of Roam carts preconfigured to address the specific
storage needs of departments throughout a healthcare facility.

Cath Labs and Radiology Departments

Roam 2 Catheter Cart

Roam 2 Boxed Catheter Cart

Roam 3 Catheter Cart

Roam 3 3-Manager Catheter
and Supply Cart

Includes 1 double-compartment
shelf, 5 shelf dividers, and
7 9-hook cath managers. Glass
(SR2GCC) or roll-top (SR2RCC)
door

Includes 1 double-compartment
shelf, 5 shelf dividers, and a
pull-out module with adjustable
dividers to hold catheter boxes.
Pull-out module is divided to
prevent tipping. Glass (SR2GBC)
or roll-top door (SR2RBC)

Includes 1 single-compartment
shelf, 1 double-compartment shelf,
7 shelf dividers, and 10 9-hook
cath managers. Glass (SR3GCC) or
roll-top (SR3RCC) doors

Roam 2 Laproscopy Cart

Roam 2 Open Heart Cart

Roam 3 Vascular Cart

Roam 3 Cysto Cart

Includes 4 single-compartment
shelves, 8 shelf dividers, 8 4" trays
with dividers, 2 8" baskets, and
label holders. Shown in brushed
aluminum. Glass (SR2GLAP) 		
or roll-top (SR2RLAP) door

Includes 3 single-compartment
shelves, 6 shelf dividers, 		
1 2" tray with dividers,
4 4" trays with dividers, 1 8" tray
with dividers, 2 4" baskets,
1 8" basket, 1 pull-out suture
module, and label holders.
Shown in brushed aluminum.
Glass (SR2GOH) or roll-top
(SR2ROH) door

Includes 6 single-compartment
shelves, 12 shelf dividers, 		
2 2" trays with dividers,
8 4" trays with dividers, 4 8" trays
with dividers, 1 pull-out suture
module, and label holders.
Shown in brushed aluminum.
Glass (SR3GVS) or roll-top
(SR3RVS) doors

Includes 7 single-compartment
shelves, 14 shelf dividers,
3 9-hook cath managers, 1 2"
tray with dividers, 8 4" trays
with dividers, 3 8" trays with
dividers, and label holders. Shown
in brushed aluminum. Glass
(SR3GCY) or roll-top (SR3RCY)
doors

Includes 4 single-compartment
shelves, 8 shelf dividers, 3 9-hook
cath managers, 6 4" trays with
dividers, 4 8" trays with dividers,
2 8" baskets, and label holders.
Glass (SR3G3CG) or roll-top
(SR3R3CG) doors

Surgery Departments
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General Storage Areas

Roam 1 General Storage

Roam 2 Endovascular Cart

Roam 2 Cysto Cart

Includes 1 single-compartment
Includes 5 shelves with 5 dividers
shelf, 2 shelf dividers, 2 2" trays
each (25 total). Glass (SR2GDS) or
with dividers, 3 4" trays with
roll-top (SR2RDS) door
dividers, 2 4" baskets, 1 8" basket,
1 8" tray with dividers, and label
holders. Glass (SR1GRGS) or
roll-top (SR1RGS) door

Includes 3 single-compartment
shelves, 4 shelf dividers, 3 9-hook
cath managers, 3 4" trays with
dividers, 3 8" baskets, and label
holders. Glass (SR2GEND) or rolltop (SR2REND) door

Includes 5 single-compartment
shelves, 3 9-hook cath managers,
8 shelf dividers, 2 4" baskets,
1 8" basket, 1 8" tray with
dividers, and label holders.
Glass (SR2GCY) or roll-top
(SR2RCY) door

Roam 3 7-Manager Catheter
and General Storage Cart

Roam 3 Pack/Drape Cart

Roam 3 Ortho/Cast Cart

Roam 4 General Storage Cart

Includes 4 single-compartment
shelves and 4 doublecompartment shelves. Glass
(SR3GPD) or roll-top (SR3RPD)
doors

Includes 6 single-compartment
shelves, 12 shelf dividers,
4 4" baskets, 2 2" trays with
dividers, 6 4" trays with dividers,
2 8" trays with dividers,
2 8" baskets, and label holders.
Glass (SR3GOC) or roll-top
(SR3ROC) doors

Includes 8 single-compartment
shelves, 16 shelf dividers, 		
4 2" trays with dividers,
16 4" trays with dividers,
4 4" baskets, and 4 8" baskets.
Glass (SR4GGS) or roll-top
(SR4RGS) doors

Includes 1 single-compartment
shelf, 1 double-compartment shelf,
2 shelf dividers, 7 9-hook cath
managers, 5 4" trays with dividers,
1 8" tray with dividers, 		
1 4" basket, 1 8" basket, and
label holders. Glass (SR3G7CG) or
roll-top (SR3R7CG) doors

Roam 2 Cart with 5 Shelves

888-435-2256
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Specialty Carts
In addition to our standard Roam offering, we offer two specialty carts
that address unique procedure-specific equipment and supplies.

Scope Manager®

Cord Retainer

Drip Tray

Roam 2 Scope Cart
Holds 8 endoscopes up to 60" in length.
The cart has lockable tempered glass
doors, cushioned back panel to protect
scope optics, ventilated bottom, and
removable drip tray. Scope managers and
cord retainers keep contents organized
and elevated off the cart floor. Scope cart
does not accept colonscopes.
Exterior Dimensions: 			
28.75"d x 37.5"w x 75.25", 200 lbs
(SR2GS)
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Roam 2 Long Catheter Cart
Cart is 80.5" high to accommodate catheters up to 64" in length.
Comes with 7 9-hook cath managers permanently mounted to the
top of the cart. Cath managers can be adjusted horizontally.
Exterior Dimensions: 28.75"d x 37.5"w x 80.5", 215 lbs (SR2GC)

888-435-2256
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Products shown: Front cover, left to right: Roam 2 EP cart
(SR2GEP), Roam 2 counter-height general storage cart
(SR2CGGS), Roam 3 arthroscopy cart (SR3RAR); Back
cover, left to right: Roam 2 cart with accessories (SR2G)
in Wilsonart Sunshine D499, Roam 1 PPE cart (SR1RPPE),
Roam 2 counter-height cart (SR2CGNC)

Solaire Medical specializes in storage solutions for all areas of your

Contact our service team with your requests or to connect with a

healthcare facilities. We offer the InnerSpace portfolio of products,

sales representative. We’re here to help you specify the best storage

a cohesive system of carts, cabinets, and modular casework that

products for your needs, whether a standard option or customized

improves staff and facility efficiency and an organization’s bottom line.

solution. We offer complimentary storage analysis, design services,

®

When you purchase our products, you’re buying products made in
the U.S.A. and from a direct manufacturer that delivers on-time and

CAD support, and logistics and installation assistance.
Call to schedule a free storage consultation.

error-free.

Solaire Medical | P.O. Box 2808 | Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501
888-435-2256 phone | 616-743-5944 fax | solairemedical.com
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® InnerSpace, Cath Manager, and Scope Manager are registered trademarks of Solaire Medical, Grand Rapids, MI 49501
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